
Beware of the Foreign Honey Trap WAR! 

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

IRAN does not want a war with anyone, the are only wanting to protect themselves from 

what they see is the evil new world order, which it is, which it is us. The only ones 

leading the “death to Israel” claims ARE THE AGENTS put in place by the same new 

world order. It’s all made up. OUR CIA put these people in place to cause havoc for the 

region, cia=al queda=terrorist=the people who run the USA=Israel=murder=the new 

world order. All these wars don’t want to be fought by anyone, including Hitler who was 

tricked into war by ‘US” and OUR president, who was IN their same secret societies!!!!!! 

 

I’d like to show you how war doesn’t actually cost us money It only cost us lives and 

freedoms When I signed up into the marines I signed open contract All I wanted to do 

was serve Wherever they thought I should be I was lucky enough To be working in a 

heavy artillery unit It was one of the best experiences of my like One white guy on a 

howitzer With 8 black guys from all over the U.S. I could tell that they would always 

have my back I was usually the quiet one But when we talked I knew there was respect  

 

When we went to the field We fired round after round When we were not in the field We 

were training for the field We were always getting paid We were always using resources 

When we went over seas We fired round after round And we were still getting paid And 

using the same resources My best guess is that it didn’t cost the government any more If 

we went to war or went to the field We were always training And to most of us We 

thought that We were wasting a hell of a lot of public funds We were trained But we were 

overly trained Basically just spending to much of the peoples money We knew that it 

didn’t cost anything more If we were fighting in a war or not This extra money That our 

politicians claim it cost us to be in a war Should NOT be that much extra Maybe a few 

millions here and there for the real expensive ‘rounds’ that were used But for the most 

part Having all of us involved in a war Is nothing like the politicians are claiming I’m 

sure that there must be a deal made with ‘someone’ somewhere And I’m sure kick backs 

were given Because of it Imagine the government spends $100 for a toilet seat Now 

imagine That in the time of war That same toilet seat now cost $300 You can’t tell me 

that $200 goes to ‘the war suppliers’ Everyone gets kick backs from us going to war! 

 

America: I know many Iranians and Iraqis, they are exactly like us, when they’re not 

walking in front of their leaders, religious or otherwise, once they are in their home it’s 

like your living in their home with them you feel so welcome, and they dance to our same 

music and have love for each other in their eyes, just like us, just like free Americans. 

 

There is an absolute depression around the corner, one filled with the new ‘terrorist’, the 

criminals, and those associated with patriots or gangs, the new terrorist will be the armed 

drug militia created by our gov’t to use against ourselves, as we fight the next war here.  . 

 

Do not let them authorize war Stop it now By declaring our independence From money 

 



But, sum of all fears, don’t you people read anything other then what your directed too, 

the truth is out there (for the time being), but you won’t look there because ‘well frankly I 

don’t know why’, maybe it’s just a fear of being labeled a stupid conspiracy theorist, or 

you think since they say it’s stupid to look and understand it, that you fear that you’ll 

have to consider yourself stupid if you do, Could be that you’re so entrenched in their lies.  

 

Basically, everything you hear about politics is a master’s script, all the news is in on it, 

IF ONLY all the politicians knew about it, and if you believe otherwise you are the 

complete idiot amongst us, and you need to start paying more attention to all the sides, 

the blue pill, the red pill and the real pill, once you take the real pill you will finally 

fucking get it, there is no need to look into the conspiracies or theories there of, you need 

to understand that there is a great, planned and professionally carried out plot leading to 

the end of freedom and a miserable life for your children, complete with them getting 

sacrificed and eaten, for real though!  As you only see what lies they put in front of you 

 

Remember when ------(lord of the rings dude) asked how we had come to this? It was 

planned, silly, everything that has happened, is happening, will happen, was planned. The 

rest of the world has the realization that there is a small world of families, bankers, 

politicians, leaders that are driving at a nWo. Why is the American mind ignoring this?? 

 

The fact that they did this out of secrecy instead of letting us embrace the idea proves it’s 

not to our best advantage, they are building it for their masters, I say lets build it safe for 

free mankind, the ONLY way is to never use money again, or trade, just free 

responsibility, and we should all get to work.  

 

One of my best friends came from Iran, It’s the mullah’s and that’s it, who have a 

problem with us, but it’s our fault cause we put them in power, well not me, the elitist-

religions-bankers that has attacked them again and again under a flag of a Religious Area, 

going after another,. They don’t want to be forced into Christianity, any more then I want 

to loose my choice, or have to learn to speak Chinese.  

 

The Iranians are exactly like us, they’re social, dancing, loving life people, they just can’t 

do it in public, can’t you see religion leads us into Tyranny just like Capitalism now has 

led us to being swept up into a spot where our country has been taken over by the biggest 

corporation in the world “the nWo’ Ha and now I’m watching ‘after the ninth nuclear war, 

Anna the robot ninja from the planet England here to save you, BUT they’re not here to 

save us, they’re here to suppress us under the same umbrella of a proven history of new 

world order driven societies lie the masons(God love them, but not their leaders if they 

are working against freedom, evil families=cfr=builderburger=the real terrorist.  

 

To all military ranks you have to make up your mind who the real enemy is, America’s 

True Generals would never fire on or surprise us from being free, how could they, we’ve 

all grown up with freedom, we now have a way to make it so, but not if you kill the 

dream. Policing officials, please protect and serve us, Every free man in the world, we are 

for the police officer from now on, they will be the ones to help us turn this world free, 



encourage them with love like a brother or mother to her son, they will make the right 

decision,  

 

During the war It may be time to actually take over the new world elites and hold them 

until we can figure out what’s happening, I’m still inviting they’re help, I would be great 

to hear there idea’s except for the tidbits we get from the news, placed accordingly, did 

you hear that Gore, Obama, You can advise us but we think it should be made not by 

someone who’s been planning behind our back, We know where the allegiances lie, but if 

our politicians are following a plan made by someone who doesn’t recognize freedom, 

why are we helping them put it together, they should help us put it together but under a 

flag for freedom of the people, IF there is a War, stop using money, RIGHT NOW,  up 

the highest ranks as you can go, cut off the heads of those who are asking for money, 

everything is free to responsible people to use, there plan brings fences, guns, wars and 

demonstrations throughout the world.  

 

One thing that tore a lot was the exaggeration between the two distinct political parties, 

they’re keeping us busy with it all so you’ll stay on your side and not want for something 

better, Do you want to vote for someone who has never changed their mind either, don’t 

make your mind up so much you loose the reality of what it means to others, we can meet 

half way, except for when they are keeping us divided, and plotted on, then conquered.    

 

Our Terrorist scare should be cut in half, they are used in the plan lead out for us, I’m 

sure real ones still exist, if I had come from their shoes I’d be a terrorist too. Family is 

important, but anyone can become close enough to act as a Family, We are killing there’s 

 

I’ve been around the world and I can see they are discontent with Americans, or the 

American imperialist, but it is not us your upset with, we have been led here by your 

leaders, the same bank owned leaders that you have, we were just blinded by the news, in 

a left right struggle, which didn’t exist in a political society that has already made 

allegiances with the other guys banks and secret leaders , also owned-started by someone 

in your country, we are all being to be made slaves aren’t we? We are on your side to for 

freedom, after all we all are YOU, You are where we are from, no exact names necessary, 

the unites states belongs to the entire world, as it is one that comes from freedom, we 

should take more management of coming up with a world gov’t, by the people, Are our 

needs being met Mr. President or are you even allowed choices, Do you now what’s in 

store for everyday Americans, we entrusted-believed that you’ll to do right,  

 

Isn’t it a new concept to understand that most vilified men thru history were perhaps the 

ones trying to secure freedom from The Master Anointed Families? The winners have 

written the history and the opposite is most likely more true given their track record of 

deceit to us. When you consider some of the villains who were only trying to save 

themselves from our masters, and maybe us, you’ll think about the rest of them 

differently too, who knows the absolute truth since it’s cover has been so absolute.  

 

So the reason we didn’t go into take Russia is cause the elites are in control of it by the 

money, when it went bust the elites didn’t, just like they wont when we do, transferring 



us into one of their societies, a mix, they’ll create a bright apple for you love but it will be 

based on fascism, Hitler type shit. Ran by money then, ran by money now. Money is the 

traitor, bought and enslaved us thru the ages.    

 

Blood is not more important then do-gooders, You cannot get any closer to anything 

spiritual because of where you come from, just how you’ve been broken of your insanity 

of ‘being better then others’ doesn’t mean you’re better But you still all think you are 

 

This is how some people from other country’s think about America, Our county’s build it, 

our people worked and help make US what we are, I agree with them, my America like 

your America came from somewhere else, our ancestors build this country, from the 

natives to us,  

 

Have we become so cocky that we think we did this ourselves, I really haven’t 

accomplished anything in my life, our ancestors have done everything, and America owes 

them their respect for other country’s ‘attempt’ at freedom 

 

I know a few Iranians, and an Iraqi, they are all great people, family oriented and prideful. 

I believe Hitler was a puppet also, once by his promises, another from his debt collectors, 

three times for his ‘religions side’, fourth from a great national govt’ scheme, and fifth a 

test for the ages. There’s got to be a way to govern ourselves, I’m betting that if we were 

to loose some capitalism ideal’s we may still win the war for our freedoms, we have to 

give up one, and most the world aren’t going to let us have it all, they plan to take us over 

to get ride of it, they’re doing it now, Let’s do our best to keep a free republic, fuck 

capitalism, I tried mannny times but to no avail, the system wasn’t built for an ambitious 

man anymore, it’s built to get a job, for the man, most times from another country, 

they’ve bought us out, we can’t beat them, only if we don’t join them,  

 

Proof the world’s money families and the news agency’s are all behind this tyrannical 

takeover. When they meet to plan the worlds direction (and they do meet quite often); do 

you hear much about them meeting in the news?, do they make panels and discuss why 

they are meeting and what they could be talking about?, do they talk about what they 

have met about in the past?, do they tell you what things they have done in the name of 

one world gov’t in the past?, where is their outrage and demands on what it happening 

during those meeting where they are planning all of our futures?, how come they make 

you all feel stupid like ‘conspiracy theorist’ if you try to find out what’s up?, what are 

they hiding from all of us? Here is the conspiracy, that there is grand conspiracy and they 

are helping to cover it up. We need real news not their propaganda or their misleading us 

about causes and results of covert operations.  

 

 


